The requirement of fine-grained perception by autonomous driving systems has resulted in recently increased research in the online semantic segmentation of single-scan LiDAR. Emerging datasets and technological advancements have enabled researchers to benchmark this problem and improve the applicable semantic segmentation algorithms. Still, online semantic segmentation of LiDAR scans in autonomous driving applications remains challenging due to three reasons: (1) the need for near-real-time latency with limited hardware, (2) points are distributed unevenly across space, and (3) an increasing number of more finegrained semantic classes. The combination of the aforementioned challenges motivates us to propose a new LiDAR -specific, KNN-free segmentation algorithm -PolarNet. Instead of using common spherical or bird's-eye-view projection, our polar bird's-eye-view representation balances the points per grid and thus indirectly redistributes the network's attention over the long-tailed points distribution over the radial axis in polar coordination. We find that our encoding scheme greatly increases the mIoU in three drastically different real urban LiDAR single-scan segmentation datasets while retaining ultra low latency and near realtime throughput.
Introduction
There has been a great surge of LiDAR point cloud data over the last decade, especially in the self-driving domain. In order to make use of the LiDAR point clouds in various downstream applications, it is vital to develop automatic an- * Contributed equally.
Code at https://github.com/edwardzhou130/PolarSeg alytic methods to make sense of the data. In this paper, we focus on the online fine-grained semantic segmentation of LiDAR point clouds. Similar to image semantic segmentation, the task is to assign a semantic label to each of the points given an input point cloud.
While several large-scale LiDAR point clouds datasets are publicly available [9, 29, 42, 3] , it is until recent that the semantic segmentation labels, provided by [1, 10] , are able to match their scales. The lag between the release of massive point clouds and the readiness of semantic segmentation labels indicates the challenge for human raters to provide point-wise labels and the demand for automatic and fast semantic segmentation solutions for LiDAR scans.
We consider to use end-to-end deep neural networks for the single-scan semantic segmentation of LiDAR point clouds. Before studying the network architecture or ad-vanced training algorithms, however, we first focus on the input to the network. What constitutes a good input representation of one LiDAR point cloud scan? We draw inspirations from several related domains to answer this question.
In image segmentation, the perception field [39] is one of the most principled considerations in designing highperforming CNN. It determines how much context a neural network can "perceive" before it classifies a pixel to a semantic class. In general, large perception fields improve performance. Techniques to enlarge the perception fields of convolutional neural networks include dilated convolution [39, 5] , feature pyramid [17] , etc.
When it comes to the LiDAR point clouds, we conjecture that not only the size but also the shape of the perception field matters. If we view a LiDAR scan from a bird's-eye view, the points are organized in rings of various radii (cf. Figures 2 and 3) . As a result, the regular Cartesian coordinate would distribute the points into the grid cells in a nonuniform manner. Cells that are close to the sensor have to condense many points by each cell, blurring out fine-details of the points. In contrast, cells that are far away from the sensor each contain very sparse points, supplying limited cues for the neural network to label the points in such a cell.
To this end, we propose to let the CNN perception fields track the special ring structure by partitioning a LiDAR scan with a polar grid. This simple change of the representation of the input to a neural network turns out to be very effective, boosting various semantic segmentation networks' performances by significant margins.
Existing works on the LiDAR scan understanding, however, fail to track the ring structure. Wu et al. [36] convert the point-cloud segmentation problem to a depth map segmentation problem by spherically projecting points onto an image. Zhang et al. [41] handcraft a bird's-eye-view (BEV) representation of the point cloud and yet represent it by regular grids. Yang et al. [38] employ a similar BEV representation for object detection from the LiDAR point clouds.
On the one hand, the works above show it is promising to employ BEV representations of the LiDAR scans in segmentation and detection. On the other hand, however, we contend they fail to fully take advantage of the structures revealed from BEV. We boost the vanilla BEV representations in two major ways. One is the polar grid to track the ring structures in the LiDAR scans. The other is that we learn, instead of handcrafting, the local features per grid cell.
While polar coordination is no stranger to pre-DL computer vision [2] , it is rare in CNN given the images as well as feature matrices are essentially Cartesian. To fully integrate the polar BEV representation with a 2D CNN, we first redesign the BEV quantization scheme. Instead of quantizing points based on their Cartesian coordinates on the XY plane, we now assign points according to their top-down polar coordinates as shown in Fig. 3 . Mimicking BEV's circu-lar pattern with increasing sparsity, polar BEV significantly balance the points per grid by near one order of magnitude (c.f. Fig. 4 ). Inspired by Lang et al. [16] , we then learn a simplified PointNet to transform points in each grid into a fix-length representation vector.
Since we quantize the points in polar coordinate, ideally the feature matrix should be in polar coordinate as well. To ensure the consistency of the perception field in the downstream CNN, we arrange those feature vectors into a polar grid whose leftmost and rightmost column are connected. We also modified the downstream CNN to be capable to convolve continuously on the polar grid. After obtaining the discrete prediction, which is also a polar grid, we map it back to the points in Cartesian space and evaluate the performance. Our pipeline is visualized in Fig. 2 .
We validate our approach on SemanticKITTI [1] , A2D2 [10] and Paris-Lille-3D [26] datasets. Results show that our approach outperforms the state of art method by 2.1%, 4.5% and 3.7%, respectively, on mean intersectionover-union (mIoU) evaluation metric with merely 1/3 of its parameters and MACs.
The contributions of our work are summarised as follows:
• We propose a more suitable LiDAR scan representation which takes the imbalanced spatial distribution of points into consideration.
• Our presented PolarNet network, which is trained endto-end using our polar grid data representation, surpasses the state of art method on public benchmarks withlow computational cost as shown in Fig. 1 .
• We provide thorough analysis on the semantic segmentation performance based on different backbone segmentation networks using a polar grid compared to other representations, such as Cartesian BEV.
Related Works

Point cloud applications and methods
Most current point cloud applications focus on general point clouds in which points are densely distributed on object surfaces, such as single 3D object shape recognition [34] , indoor point cloud segmentation [31, 27] , and reconstruction of outdoor scenes from point clouds [30] . Despite sharing different tasks, in order to reach their goals, they must address a similar core problem: how to extract contextual information, whether local or global, from points that are irregularly distributed in space. Judging by the approach of aggregating context information, there are mainly two ways this is done: parameterized [34, 32, 15, 13] and non-parameterized [22, 23, 27] . Other works voxelize the points and then apply a 3D volume segmentation /detection algorithm [31] . The representative work of the latter approach is the famous PointNet [22] algorithm. PointNet and its successor [23] individually process each point and then use a set function to aggregate context information among those points. The parameterized ones are more commonly seen in the graph-based approaches [34, 32, 15] , where the points are modeled as a graph via KNN and then convoluted based on their graph connectivity.
LiDAR applications and methods
Although LiDAR sensors provide highly accurate distance measurement regardless of lighting conditions, the point clouds generated from LiDAR are more sparse in space, which makes it more challenging to extract information from. Besides, processing resources in systems where LiDAR sensors are typically used, such as in self-driving vehicles, are often restrictive, requiring real-time performance from embedded hardware. To address this issue, researchers have proposed different representations for the 3D data, which can be categorized into front-view and bird'seye-view (BEV). Although different representations of the LiDAR 3D point clouds are used, each quantizes the points into a compressed 2D snapshot of the scene that may be processed by a 2D neural network, thus avoiding expensive graph neural networks or 3D operations.
Front view representations include depth image-like and spherical projections. Depth map or viewing frustum approaches apply a pinhole camera model to project 3D point clouds onto a 2D image grid. [21] clustered points according to the frustum, where a 3D deep neural network is used within to identify the object. In spherical projection, points are projected onto a 2D spherical grid for a dense representation. SqueezeSeg [35] and Squeeze-SegV2 [36] used spherical projections to represent point clouds for a light 2D semantic segmentation network, which is able to achieve real-time performance. The prediction result is further smoothed through a conditional random field (CRF) model and then re-projected back to a 3D point cloud. RangeNet++ [19] replaced the backbone network of SqueezeNet and CRF in SqueezeSeg to YOLOv3 [24] Darknet and a GPU-based K-nearest neighbor search to achieve a better segmentation result. Being an empirically better representation than the depth map, BEV represents point clouds from a top-down perspective without losing any scale and range information and is widely used for LiDAR detection [33, 38, 16, 14, 37] and recently also for segmentation [41] . PIXOR [38] encoded the feature of each cell after discretizating point clouds into BEV representation as occupancy and normalized reflectance. Next, a neural network with 2D convolutional layers is used for 3D object detection. PointPillars [16] improved this idea by adding a PointNet model on the BEV representation.
There are many LiDAR object detection datasets in ex-istence, such as the Waymo Open Dataset [29] and the KITTI 3D detection dataset [9] . LiDAR scan semantic segmentation datasets, conversely, are somewhat rare. To our knowledge, there are only three so far: the Audi dataset [10] , Paris-Lille-3D [26] and the Semantic KITTI dataset [1] . Other point cloud segmentation datasets, such as Semantic3D [11] , are out of the scope of online LiDAR segmentation. Annotating RGB images for semantic segmentation algorithm development is a laborious task; however, the task of annotating LiDAR data for semantic segmentation is even more difficult and less intuitive, which might be the reason for so few LiDAR segmentation datasets.
2D semantic segmentation
2D semantic segmentation networks, which evolved from Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [18] , have demonstrated a significant improvement on various benchmarks in recent years. Similar to the success in other computer vision tasks, such as pose estimation and object detection, most efficient semantic segmentation networks [40] adopt an encoder-decoder structure, where a 2D image feature map is first reduced to extract high level contextual information and then expanded to retrieve spatial information. Among these networks, DeepLab [4] and Unet [25] are two well-known successful representatives, both of which are designed to fuse multi-scale contextual information together. DeepLab and its successors [5, 6] took advantage of diluted convolution filters to increase the reception field while Unet added skip connections to directly concatenate different levels of semantic features and is proven to be more efficient in images with irregular and coarse edges, like medical images.
Approach
Problem Statement
Given a training dataset of N LiDAR scans {(P i , L i )|i = 1, . . . , N }, P i ∈ R ni×4 is the ith point set containing n i LiDAR points. Each row of P i consists of four features representing one LiDAR point p, namely (x, y, z, reflection). (x, y, z) is the Cartesian coordinate of the point relative to the scanner. The reflection is the intensity of returning laser beam. L i ∈ Z ni contains the object labels for each point p j in P i .
Our goal is to learn a segmentation model f (· ; θ) parameterized by θ so that the difference between the prediction f (P i ) and L i is minimized.
Bird's-eye-view Partitioning
Although a point cloud scan consists of scattered observations of the surrounding 3D environment, empirically, one may represent it as a top-down snapshot of the scene Figure 2 . Overview of our model. For a given LiDAR point cloud, we first quantize the points into grids using their polar BEV coordinates. For each of those grid cells, we use a simplified KNN-free PointNet to transform points in it to a fixed-length representation. The representation is then assigned to its corresponding location in the ring matrix. We input the matrix to the ring CNN, which is composed of ring convolution modules. Finally, the CNN outputs a quantized prediction and we decode it to the point domain. with minimum information loss. [7] proposes to input such top-down orthogonal projections directly into a 2D detection network to detect objects in 3D point clouds. And it is later on used in point cloud segmentation [41] . By taking a 2D top-down image as the input, the network outputs a tensor of the same dimensional shape with each spatial location encoding the class prediction for each voxel along the z-axis of that location. This elegant approach accelerates the segmentation process by taking advantage of years of research in 2D CNNs. It also avoids expensive 3D segmentation and 3D graph operations. The original motivation of the BEV was to represent the scene with a top-down image to speed up the downstream task-specific CNNs. Based on years of experience designing CNN architectures, researchers choose BEV representations to closely resemble the appearance of natural images so as to maximally utilize the downstream CNNs, which happen to be designed for natural images. Hence, initial BEV representations created top-down projections of the point clouds. Recently, variants of the initial BEV attempt to encode each pixel in the BEV with rich different heights [38] , reflection [28] and even learned representations [16] . However, one thing remained unchanged: the BEV methods used a Cartesian grid partition as shown in Fig. 3(a) .
A grid is the fundamental image representation, but it may not be the best representation for BEV. A BEV is a compromise between performance and precision. By observing a BEV image, we immediately notice that points densely concentrated in the middle grid cells and peripheral grid cells stay totally empty. Uneven partitioning does not only waste computational power, but also limits feature representiveness for the center grid cells. Besides, points with different labels might be assigned to a single cell. The minor points' predictions will be suppressed by the majority in the output since the final prediction is on voxel-level.
Polar Bird's-eye-view
How do we address this imbalance? Based on the ringlike structure presented in the LiDAR scan top-down view, we present our Polar partitioning replacing the Cartesian partitioning in Fig. 3 .
Instead of quantizing points in a Cartesian coordinate system, we first calculate each point's azimuth and radius on the XY plane with the sensor's location as the origin. We then assign points to grid cells based on their quantized azimuth and radius.
We find the benefit of polar BEV to be twofold. First, it more evenly distributes the points. To verify this claim, we computed a statistic on the validation split of the Se-manticKITTI dataset [1] . As shown in Fig. 4 , the points per polar grid cell is much less than in the Cartesian BEV when the cell is close to the sensor. This indicates that the representation for the densely occupied grid is finer. With the same number of grid cells, the traditional BEV grid cell has on average 0.7 ± 3.2 points while polar BEV grid cell has on average 0.7 ± 1.4 points. The difference between the standard deviations indicates that, overall, the points are more evenly distributed across the polar BEV grids.
The second benefit of the polar BEV is that the more balanced point distribution lessens the burden on predictors. Since we reshape 2D network output to voxel prediction for point prediction, unavoidably, some points with different groundtruth labels will be assigned to the same voxel. And some of them will be misclassified no matter what. With the Cartesian BEV, on average, 98.75% of points in every grid cell share the same label. And this number jumps to 99.3% in the polar BEV. This indicates that points in the polar BEV are less subjected to misclassification due to the spatial representation. Considering that small objects are more likely to be overwhelmed by majority labels in a voxel, this 0.6% difference might have a more profound impact in the eventual mIoU. To further investigate the mIoU upper bound, we set each point's prediction as the majority label of its assigned voxel. It turns out that the Cartesian BEV's mIoU reaches 97.3% in the sanity check. And the polar BEV reaches 98.5%. The higher upper bound in the polar BEV will likely increase the downstream model performance.
Learning the Polar Grid
Instead of arbitrarily handcrafting the features for each grid, we capture the distribution of points in each grid with a fixed-length representation. It is produced by a learnable simplified PointNet [22] h followed by a max-pooling. The network only contains fully-connected layers, batchnormalization and ReLu layers. The feature in the i, j-th grid cell in a scan is:
(1) where w and l are the quantization sizes. p x and p y are locations of point p in the map. Note that the locations and quantization sizes could be either polar or Cartesian. We do not quantize the input point cloud along the z-axis. Similar to [16] , our learned representation represents the entire vertical column of a grid.
If the representation is learned in the polar coordinate system, the two sides of the feature matrix will be connected along the azimuth-axis in physical space as shown in Fig. 2 . We developed a discrete convolution which we refer to as a ring convolution. The ring convolution kernel will convolve the matrix assuming the matrix is connected on both ends of the radius axis. Meanwhile, gradients located in the opposite side can propagate back to the other side through this ring convolution kernel. By replacing the normal convolution with the ring convolution in a 2D network, the network will be able to end-to-end process the polar grid without ignoring its connectivity. This provides models with extended receptive fields. Since it is a 2D neural network, the eventual prediction will also be a polar grid whose feature dimension equals to the multiplication of quantized height channel and number of classes. We can then reshape the prediction to a 4D matrix to derive a voxel-based segmentation loss.
As readers may notice, most CNNs are technically capable of processing polar grids if convolutions are replaced with ring convolutions. We refer to a network with ringconvolutions that is trained to process polar grids as a ring CNN.
Experiments
We present our experimental setup, results and ablation study in this section.
Datasets
We use the SemanticKITTI [1] , A2D2 [10] and Paris-Lille-3D [26] datasets in our experiments.
SemanticKITTI is a point-level re-annotation of the LiDAR part of the famous KITTI dataset [9] . It has a total of 43551 scans sampled from 22 sequences collected in different cities in Germany. It has 104452 points per scan on average and each scan is collected by a single Velodyne HDL-64E laser scanner shown in Fig.5(a) . There are 19 challenging classes in total. The most frequent class, 'vegetation', has 4.82 × 10 7 times more points than the least frequency class, 'motorcyclist'. Obviously, this is a heavily imbalanced and challenging dataset. We follow Se-manticKITTIs subset split protocol and use ten sequences for training, one for validation and the rest of them for testing. We present several baselines that have been presented with SemanticKITTI. We report the segmentation performance on the SemanticKITTI testing subset by uploading our segmentation prediction to their evaluation server.
A2D2 dataset is a comprehensive autonomous driving dataset developed by Audi. It includes a 38-class segmentation annotation. Despite that the A2D2 data is presented as 3D points in space, these points distribute differently from the KITTI counterparts. We present an example in Fig. 5(b) . First of all, a single sensor creates a panoramic LiDAR scan in the KITTI dataset. Meanwhile, A2D2 uses five asynchronous LiDAR sensors where each sensor covers a potion of the surrounding view. Hence almost all the A2D2 reconstructed LiDAR views do not cover all degrees. Secondly, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , A2D2 LiDAR sensors do not necessarily produce horizontal scanlines. Our goal is to simulate a vehicle's immediate perception during operation. We first project all LiDAR points back to the vehicle coordinate system. We then manually create (semi-)panoramic LiDAR compositions from any partial scans asynchronously generated within a time window of 50ms. Since sensors are not available all of the time, some generated scans are left incomplete. This heterogeneous composition poses a great challenge for all segmentation algorithms, including ours. With the aforementioned LiDAR panoramic stitching, we create 22408, 2774 and 13264 training, validation and test scans, respectively.
In contrast to the other two datasets, Paris-Lille-3D provides 3 aggregated point clouds, which are built from continuous LiDAR scans of streets in Paris and Lille collected with one tilted rear-mounted Velodyne HDL-32E. Each point is annotated with one of nine segmentation classes, its timestamp and its world coordinate. Given scanner trajectory and points' timestamps, we extract individual scans from the registered point clouds. We record one scan every 50ms. Each scan is made of points within +/-100ms, e.g. 5(c). In total, we create 5112, 1205 and 1273 training, validation and test scans, respectively. We upload the testing predictions for Paris-Lille-3D to their evaluation server to obtain the official testing results. Since Paris-Lille-3D accepts composition predictions only, we aggregate multiscan predictions via max-voting.
Voxelization: After analyzing the spatial distribution of points in the SemanticKITTI, A2D2 and Paris-Lille-3D training split, we respectively fixed the Cartesian BEV grid spaces to be [x : ±50m, y : ±50m, z : −3 ∼ 
Baselines and Metric
SqueezeSeg: As the pioneer work in this field, Wu et al. [35] converted this problem to a 2D segmentation problem by projecting LiDAR points onto a spherical surface surrounding the sensor. They also added a CRF to further improve the end results by enforcing the neighboring label consistency . Besides the vanilla Squeeze-Seg and SqueezeSeg-v2, Behley et al. [1] replaced the SqueezeNet backbone with YOLO [24] Darknet-53. This over-parameterization further improved the results by more than 10% on SemanticKITTI over SqueezeSeg-v2. In addition, RangeNet++ [19] includes a KNN-based postprocessing method which is used after the CNN segmentation network to reduce the error created by the discretization of spherical intermediate representation.
PointNet [22] : PointNet is a simplistic network able to predict point semantic segmentation. It individually processes each point with a fully connected network first. Then it summaries a global representation by max pooling the features of all points. The predictor predicts each points class from the concatenation of that points features and the global representation. PointNet++ [23] is an empirical improvement obtained by adding hierarchical pooling and context representation to vanilla PointNet. TangentConv 
Given the unique properties of LiDAR applications, we also report models' single scan prediction latency, maximum frames-per-second with largest possible batch size (FPS), average multiply-accumulate operations per scan (MAC), and number of model parameters. We report the average on the entire validation split with the same GPU. We do not down-sample points in points-related models.
We use official implementations or reported results for our baselines. We implemented our own network in Pytorch [20] . We use torch Geometric [8] to parallelize points max pooling in each grid. Table 1 shows the performance comparison between our approaches and multiple baselines. The results demonstrate that our polar bird's-eye-view segmentation network based on Unet outperforms the state of the art method even with a smaller number of parameters and lower latency. As shown in this table, point-based methods like Point-Net and TangentConv are inefficient when used with large LiDAR point clouds and poor in segmentation accuracy. For per class IoU, our BEV approaches achieves improvements in most classes, especially in those classes that are irregular and sparsely distributed in space, which matches with the scale and range preserving properties of the polar BEV. We also notice particularly low performance on "other-ground" and "motorcyclist." Investigation suggests they are visually indistinguishable from other classes. By SemanticKITTI's definition, "other-ground" is essentially sidewalk/terrain like ground but serving other purposes, e.g., traffic islands. As for motorcyclist, it is challenging even for a human to tell a motorcyclist from person or bicyclist because the motorcycle itself is often largely occluded. Besides, motorcyclists are the rarest class in the datasetconstitute 0.004% of the training points and only one instance appears in the official validation sequence.
SemanticKITTI Segmentation Experiment
A2D2 Segmentation Experiment
We present our A2D2 results in Table. 2. Our method undoubtedly outperforms other baselines in terms of both mIoU and speed. By observing mIoU, we see A2D2 to be a challenging dataset. Despite being the leading method, our mIoU using only LiDAR data on this dataset is merely 23% while our mIoU on SemanticKITTI is 54%. Our methods also double the IoU in multiple classes such as bicycle, pedestrian, small-vehicle, traffic-light, sidebars, signal corpus. parking area and dash-line. The dataset is indeed challenging since both baselines and our methods achieved near zero IoU in multiple classes as well.
Paris-Lille-3D Segmentation Experiment
As indicated by the Paris-Lille-3D segmentation results in Table 4 , PolarNet outperforms DarkNet53 by 3.7% in mIoU. The segmentation performances are interestingly diverse. PolarNet greatly improved the results in barrier since it is mostly far away from vehicle. However Cartesian Unet has great advantage in the trash can, which has very few samples in both training and validation.
Impact of Projection Methods
In Table 3 , we show the results of SemanticKITTI mIoU with different segmentation backbone networks, include SqueezeSeg, Resnet-50-FCN, DRN-DeepLab and Resnet-101-DeepLab, on three different projection methods: spherical projection proposed in SqueezeSeg [35] , Cartesian BEV and our polar BEV. For spherical projection, we followed the setup of projecting point clouds with zenith angles ranging from −25 • to 3 • into [64, 2048] grids in the projected sphere plane as in [19] . The results show that no matter what segmentation network is used, BEV always considerably outperforms spherical projection methods. The inferior performance of spherical projection can be explained in two ways. First, since point clouds are directly projected onto 2D sphere coordinate, spherical projection suffers more from the error generated from quantization.
Second, distance information is lost during projection even when explicitly encoded into features, which enables points distant in space to locate in neighboring 2D grids and easily get misclassified as the same label. Meanwhile, experiments also show that polar BEV achieves a comparable and better performance than Cartesian BEV for each backbone network. Since LiDAR point clouds are sparse in space and discontinuous due to occlusion, quantization creates irregular and inconsistent edges in 2D representations. Such inconsistency allows Unet to stand out from those backbone segmentation networks and achieve the best performance.
Augmenting LiDAR Segmentation
In addition, we analyze the effects of different training settings on the validation mIoU result in Table 5 . The baseline is our polar BEV Unet network with grid size of [256, 256, 32] . "RC" denotes using the ring convolution kernel rather than a normal 2D convolution in the backbone network. "9F" denotes we use 2 Cartesian coordinates, 3 residual distances from the center of the assigned grid and 1 reflection in addition to 3 polar coordinates, totaling 9 features as the input of our CNN network for each point. "FA" denotes we add 25% probability each to randomly flip a point cloud along x, y and x + y axes for data augmentation. "FS" denotes we fix the volume space of BEV based on our statistical analysis mentioned before. "TG" denotes we tuned the grid size to be [480, 360, 32] after trying different grid size configurations to reach the best performance. From Table 5 , we can see that fixing volume space contributes the most significant improvement of 2.8% increase in mIoU by making scale invariant in each scan. These augmentations are applied to the Cartesian BEV network as well in all other experiments.
mIoU vs. Distance to Sensor
Furthermore, we sort the point-wise predictions in validation split w.r.t. the distance from the sensor and analyze the mIoU result at different distances. Fig. 6 shows that with the increase of distance, mIoU reduces simultaneously. The reason for this pattern is that distant points are more rare and separated in space, which makes it harder for the segmentation network to extract contextual information from the BEV representation. This observation is the same as in [1] . However, the most intriguing conclusion we obtain from this figure relates to the different BEV representations: Figure 6 . Points distance to sensor vs. their IoU in different networks and projections. Clearly, closer points benefits the most from polar BEV regardless of backbone networks. polar BEV overall gets higher mIoU in close range than Cartesian BEV due to the more evenly distributed points in this BEV representation, as shown in Fig. 4 . This grants polar BEV superior mIoU on closer points, which are the majority in a scan.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel data representation for the online, single-scan LiDAR point cloud semantic segmentation problem. Our approach addresses the problem of long-tailed spatial distribution of LiDAR point clouds by quantizing points into polar bird's-eye-view (BEV) grids, where we encode points into fixed size representations through a trainable PointNet. Built upon the polar grid representation, our PolarNet network achieves a significant improvement in mIoU over state-of-the-art methods on the SemanticKITTI, A2D2, and Paris-Lille-3D datasets with fewer parameters, more throughput, and lower inference latency. Moreover, our experiments show universal improvement among different segmentation networks using our polar BEV compared to spherical projection and Cartesian BEV, indicating that our polar grid is a superior yet general LiDAR point cloud data representation for the online semantic segmentation problem.
